Relational memory, the flexible ability to generalize across existing stores of information, is a fundamental property of human cognition. Little is known, however, about how and when this inferential knowledge emerges. Here, we test the hypothesis that human relational memory develops during offline time periods. Fifty-six participants initially learned five ''premise pairs'' (A>B, B>C, C>D, D>E, and E>F). Unknown to subjects, the pairs contained an embedded hierarchy (A>B>C>D>E>F). Following an offline delay of either 20 min, 12 hr (wake or sleep), or 24 hr, knowledge of the hierarchy was tested by examining inferential judgments for novel ''inference pairs'' (B>D, C>E, and B>E). Despite all groups achieving near-identical premise pair retention after the offline delay (all groups, >85%; the building blocks of the hierarchy), a striking dissociation was evident in the ability to make relational inference judgments: the 20-min group showed no evidence of inferential ability (52%), whereas the 12-and 24-hr groups displayed highly significant relational memory developments (inference ability of both groups, >75%; P < 0.001). Moreover, if the 12-hr period contained sleep, an additional boost to relational memory was seen for the most distant inferential judgment (the B>E pair; sleep ‫؍‬ 93%, wake ‫؍‬ 69%, P ‫؍‬ 0.03). Interestingly, despite this increase in performance, the sleep benefit was not associated with an increase in subjective confidence for these judgments. Together, these findings demonstrate that human relational memory develops during offline time delays. Furthermore, sleep appears to preferentially facilitate this process by enhancing hierarchical memory binding, thereby allowing superior performance for the more distant inferential judgments, a benefit that may operate below the level of conscious awareness.
During the last decade, numerous reports indicate that memory continues to improve during offline periods, most commonly during sleep (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . Indeed, offline processing can lead to improved performance in circumstances that might require relational learning. For example, complex motor patterns can initially be learned by ''chunking'' the entire sequence into smaller sequence strings (14) . Subsequent offline periods have been shown to integrate these subunits into a complete, automated, motor-memory program (15) .
Likewise, several reports demonstrate that posttraining time delays, including sleep, may promote higher-order associations and the ability to generalize across motor-memory representations (16) (17) (18) . Offline processing can also facilitate the extraction of relationships between recently learned, complex, acoustic patterns, allowing generalization of this knowledge to new linguistic sounds (19) .
Here, we directly test the role of offline processing in the facilitation of human relational memory. Specifically, we used the transitive inference task to address two questions. (i) Following learning of the premise pair building blocks, is the capacity for relational memory immediately available, or does this inferential ability develop during subsequent offline periods? (ii) If there is offline development of inference, does the quantity or quality of this ability depend on the brain states of wake or sleep? Based on the growing body of evidence that favors offline learning, particularly during sleep (9-12), we hypothesized that, following proficient premise pair learning, inference would not automatically ensue but instead would evolve across offline time periods, especially sleep.
We therefore studied separate groups of participants, each having achieved the same level of premise pair learning, and tested them after varying offline time delays of 20 min, 12 hr, or 24 hr. Subjects studied six pairs of novel visual patterns [ Fig. 1 A and see supporting information (SI) Figs. 4 and 5] . Each pair was randomly assigned to a particular hierarchical order. Participants learned these individual premise pairs (represented schematically as AϾB, BϾC, CϾD, DϾE, and EϾF) to a high degree of proficiency and were subsequently tested after the respective delay periods (Fig.  1C ). Participants were instructed that they were learning individual comparisons (e.g., BϾC) but were not informed of the hierarchical structure (AϾBϾCϾDϾEϾF) from which inferences could be made (e.g., BϾD, CϾE, and BϾE, Fig. 1B ). After the time delay, premise pair performance was tested (e.g., B?C) together with novel item combinations never learned (e.g., B?E), thereby probing inferential ability.
Results
All groups underwent a three-step sequence of task performance (described in Fig. 1 and Methods). In short, subjects (i) initially trained on the premise pairs (AϾB, BϾC, CϾD, DϾE, and EϾF), (ii) performed a test session on the premise pairs immediately after learning, and (iii) following an offline period of either 20 min, 12 hr, or 24 hr, performed a delayed test session that included the premise pairs together with intermixed testing on the novel, transitive-inference pairs (e.g., BϾD, CϾE, and BϾE).
Performance at Training and Immediate Testing. Regardless of group assignment, subjects required similar amounts of initial training to learn the premise pairs to criterion [mean number of blocks: 20 min, 13.1 blocks; 12 hr, 12.5; 24 hr, 13.3; F(2,51) ϭ 0.49; P ϭ 0.95]. Immediately after training, all subjects were tested on their ability to discern the correct item of a pair. This immediate test procedure was identical to training except no feedback was provided. As described in Table 1 , all three groups performed significantly better than chance (50%) on the premise pairs at this immediate test, with mean premise pair knowledge not being significantly different across the three groups (mean correct: 20 min, 84%; 12 hr, 82%; 24 hr, 85%; F (2, 53) ϭ 0.49; P ϭ 0.61). Therefore, all groups required equivalent numbers of training trials to learn the premise pairs, and all groups were equally able to retain and express knowledge of the premise pairs at the immediate test.
Performance at Delayed Testing. Following the offline delay of 20 min, 12 hr, or 24 hr (depending on random group assignment), all groups underwent a second test session, involving presentation of the original premise pairs intermixed with the novel inference pairs. Inference items were comprised of one degree of separation (B-D and C-E) or the more distant two degrees of separation (B-E).
Delayed Test of Premise Pairs. Just as all groups demonstrated high levels of premise pair performance at the immediate test, they similarly performed well at the delayed test ( Fig. 2A ; see Table  1 for individual premise pair scores). Moreover, the extent of premise pair retention at the delayed test, as with the immediate test, was nearly identical across the three groups [mean correct: 20 min, 90%; 12 hr, 89%; 24 hr, 89%; F(2,53) ϭ 0.74; P ϭ 0.48; Fig. 2 A] . These data indicate that, after a delay period of 20 min, 12 hr, or 24 hr, all groups were similarly equipped with proficient knowledge of the necessary building blocks (premise pairs) required to generate transitive inference.
Delayed Test of Inference Pairs. In marked contrast to the equality of premise pair performance across all groups, a clear dissociation was evident in the ability to make relational memory judgments on , where ''Ͼ'' describes the relationship ''should be selected over.'' Unknown to subjects, these premise pairs formed an ordered hierarchy such that AϾBϾCϾDϾEϾF. (B) To evaluate knowledge of the hierarchy, subjects were later tested using the premise pairs and novel ''inference'' pairs not previously learned. These inference pairs involved either one degree (B-D and C-E) or two degrees (B-E) of item separation. (C) All participants initially learned the premise pairs during a training session, involving reinforcement cues signifying which item was correct. Immediately following learning, the reinforcement cues were removed, and subjects were tested on the premise pairs to measure the extent of learning without feedback. Following a delayed offline time interval of 20 min, 12 hr, or 24 hr, subjects were again tested on the premise pairs but were also probed for hierarchical knowledge by using the novel inference pairs. Table  1 ). Irrespective of the time delay group, all subjects expressed near-identical premise pair knowledge following the offline period. (B) Inference pair performance at the delayed test session across the three groups (averaged across all novel inference pairs, B-D, C-E, and B-E). There was no evidence for the development of hierarchical knowledge after the short (20-min) delay, with inference performance not significantly different than chance. In contrast, following time delays of either 12 or 24 hr, significantly above-chance performance was evident, with accuracy scores significantly different than the 20-min group. Performance between the 12-and 24-hr groups was not significantly different. (C) Inference pair performance also at the later delayed test session, across the three groups, but separated according to the distance of item separation, one degree of item separation (averaged B-D and C-E pairs) or two degrees (B-E pair). Asterisks represent significant performance difference (P Ͻ 0.05). Error bars represent standard errors.
the novel inference pairs (Fig. 2B) . Specifically, there was a significant effect of group assignment on average inference pair performance [20- Fig. 2B ]. Similar results were evident when separating inference on the basis of one-and two-degree distances ( Fig. 2C ; two-tailed unpaired t test, all t Ն 2.06, P Յ 0.04). No difference in averaged or one-and two-degree inference performance was evident between the 12-and 24-hr groups (two-tailed unpaired t tests, all t Յ 0.52, P Ն 0.64). Indeed, inference performance in the 20-min group was not only lower than the 12-and 24-hr groups, but was not significantly different than chance [one-way t test for averaged inference performance relative to chance (50%); t(11) ϭ 1.10, P ϭ 0.29 (Fig. 2B) , or when separated according to one-and two-degree inference distance; t(11) Ͻ 0.42, P Ͼ 0.67 (see Fig. 2C and Table 1 for individual scores)]. Conversely, inference performance in the 12-and 24-hr groups was consistently better than chance, either across the averaged inference scores, or when split across one-or twodegree distances (all t Ͼ 2.69, P Յ 0.02).
Therefore, despite all groups being equally and adequately equipped with premise pair knowledge immediately after training, and after the offline delay, only those experiencing a prolonged consolidation delay (12-and 24-hr) demonstrated relational binding of these elements, affording the ability for successful transitive inference judgments.
Inference Across Wake and Sleep. Emerging evidence indicates that different brain states (e.g., wake and sleep) differently impact offline consolidation (9, 10) . Therefore, approximately half of the subjects in the 12-hr group were trained in the evening (n ϭ 14) and, following a night of sleep, performed the delayed test the next morning (the ''Sleep'' group). The remaining 12-hr subjects performed the training in the morning and, following an intervening daytime period awake, completed the delayed test later that evening (hereafter called the ''Wake'' group, n ϭ 17).
The Wake and Sleep groups exhibited nearly identical averaged premise pair performance at the immediate test [Sleep group, 83%; Wake group, 82%; two-tailed unpaired t test t(29) ϭ 0.38, P ϭ 0.73]. Likewise, at the 12-hr delayed test, both groups retained knowledge of the premise pairs to a similar extent [Sleep group, 88%; Wake group, 83%; two-tailed unpaired t test t(29) ϭ 1.17, P ϭ 0.25]. Therefore, both groups possessed highly proficient and similar premise pair knowledge for achieving inference judgments (see Table 2 ).
Although transitive inference performance averaged across all novel pairs (B-D, C-E, and B-E) was numerically higher in the Sleep group (79%) compared with the Wake group (72%), this difference was not significant [two-tailed unpaired t test t(28) ϭ 0.67, P ϭ 0.51]. However, when separating inference performance based on the degree of distance separation, one degree (B-D and C-E) vs. two degrees (B-E), a remarkable qualitative difference emerged (Fig. 3) .
By using a two-way mixed ANOVA, comparing Sleep vs. Wake and one degree vs. two degrees of distance as factors, a significant sleep-by-degree interaction was evident [F(1, 27) ϭ 7.3, P ϭ 0.01; Fig. 3A ]. There was no difference between the Wake and Sleep conditions in their inference ability across the one degree of item separation [average of B-D and C-E pairs: Sleep, 72%; Wake, 74%; two-tailed unpaired t test: t(29) ϭ 0.18; P ϭ 0.86; Fig. 3A ]. However, a clear difference was apparent in inference ability across the more distant two degrees of separation, with the Sleep group expressing far greater performance across this larger degree of inference [B-E: Sleep, 93%; Wake, 70%; two-tailed unpaired t test: t(29) ϭ 2.21; P ϭ 0.03; Fig. 3A] . Moreover, there was a significant difference Table 1 ). In the Wake group, performance was not different across the oneand two-degree inference judgments. However, in both groups that experienced an intervening night of sleep (e.g., 12-hr Sleep and 24-hr groups), significantly better performance was expressed on the more distant twodegree inference judgment compared with the one-degree judgment. (B) Corresponding confidence ratings (from 1 to 7, with 7 representing the highest confidence) for the one-and two-degree inference pairs in the 12-hr Wake and Sleep subgroups, as well as the 24-hr group. In contrast to the marked performance differences in performance for the one-and two-degree inference in the 12-hr Sleep and 24-hr groups, no corresponding increase in subjective confidence was apparent, in any group. Box-and-whisker plots describing individual subjects' distributions are provided in SI Fig. 5 . Mean subjective confidence ratings for the one-and two-degree inference pairs in the 20-min group were 3.7 and 3.4, respectively. Asterisks represents significant performance difference (P Ͻ 0.05). Error bars represent standard errors.
between One possible explanation for this performance dissociation between the Wake and Sleep groups might be the difference in time of day when the delayed testing took place, evening for the Wake group and morning for the Sleep group. To determine whether inference ability was similarly enhanced following sleep, but when the delayed test took place in the evening, we examined performance in a 24-hr group. Like the Sleep group, the 24-hr subjects were tested following an overnight period containing sleep. Yet, like the Wake group, testing occurred in the evening. As described in Fig. 3A , inference performance in the 24-hr group was remarkably similar to the Sleep group, with two-degree inference performance being significantly different than one-degree inference performance [86% and 70%, respectively, two-tailed paired t tests: t(13) ϭ 3.18; P Ͻ 0.005]. Furthermore, as with the Sleep group, comparing the interaction of inference degree and group (24-hr compared with Wake in this instance) by using a two-way mixed ANOVA, a significant group-by-degree interaction was evident [F(1,27) ϭ 7.8, P ϭ 0.01; Fig. 3A ]. Thus, a qualitatively different benefit to inference performance was observed across offline periods containing sleep: preferentially facilitating the ability to make more distant inferential judgments, irrespective of circadian test time.
Given this sleep enhancement for the more distant pairs (e.g., B-E), we examined the posttest questionnaire reports, evaluating whether participants were aware of this benefit by probing the confidence of their responses. Subjects provided confidence ratings for the inference pairs on a scale of one to seven (seven was most confident). Surprisingly, despite transitive inference performance for the two-degree distance being better for the Sleep relative to the Wake group (Fig. 3A) , these performance benefits were not commensurate with a significant increase in confidence for those answers, which were similar across both groups (confidence of B-E pair: Sleep, 5.6; Wake, 4.8; P ϭ 0.16; Fig. 3B ). Thus, although the groups that experienced sleep expressed superior performance for the two-degree inference judgment, this benefit did not appear to be explicitly evident to the subjects, based on confidence ratings.
Discussion
The ability to interrelate existing stores of information is a fundamental property of human memory. This flexible process of association allows for the realization of novel relationships within previously learned sets of information. Here, we explored the role of offline processing, including time awake and time containing sleep, in the development of relational memory. In the case of transitive inference, learning of the individual components (the so-called premise pairs, e.g., AϾB, BϾC, CϾD, etc.) is known to be critical for the capability of inference (e.g., BϾD) (5-7). However, here we demonstrate that the acquisition of premise pairs is necessary, but not sufficient, for inferential knowledge to develop. Instead, offline periods following learning appear to be necessary to trigger the evolution of relational knowledge, a capacity that was not present shortly after learning. These findings center around three related topics: (i) the time course for developing inference, (ii) the brain state dependency of inference (e.g., wake and sleep), and (iii) the dissociation between performance and awareness of inference, each of which we now discuss in turn.
Time Course. Immediately following training, all subjects demonstrated highly proficient knowledge of the premise pair building blocks of inference. Likewise, at the subsequent delayed test session, subjects maintained knowledge of these premise pairs, levels that were near equivalent across groups. Therefore, regardless of the length of the offline delay (20 min, 12 hr, or 24 hr), all groups had the same potential for generating transitive inference as measured by knowledge of the premise pairs. Despite this equality, however, a striking dissociation was evident in subsequent inference ability: subjects tested shortly after training showed no evidence of inferential ability, displaying chance performance. Yet those tested following delay periods spanning 12 and 24 hr demonstrated a highly significant facilitation of inference. Therefore, somewhere between 20 min and 12 hr, a process of offline binding of the premise pairs developed, resulting in the increased capability for relational judgments.
If, as we claim, inference can take time to develop, then why have previous studies described the ability for inference immediately after training, without the need for such offline delays (5-7, 20, 21)? Common among these past studies, and distinct from our paradigm, is that participants were trained to ceiling levels on the premise pairs. Notably, in one of the few studies where premise pair knowledge was not at a ceiling, using a similar training criterion to the one we report here, healthy participants were not able to express inference ability when tested immediately after training (8) . A further difference also pertains to the structure of training that most paradigms use, often presenting the premise pairs in ascending or descending order during initial learning, a method that may facilitate hierarchical knowledge more quickly, relative to the randomized order used here. Collectively, these prior findings suggest that saturating subjects with premise pair training, or training the pairs in order, can lead to inference without the requisite offline processing. However, in the more ecologically valid circumstance, where individual item knowledge (here, the premise pairs) is not learned in an ordered manner nor overtrained to perfection, time, and especially sleep, appear capable of establishing this relational ability.
One potential candidate mechanism of this offline phenomenon is the process of consolidation (22) . Numerous studies investigating the consolidation of both declarative and nondeclarative memory have demonstrated the continued modulation of recently acquired information offline (9-12, 17, 18) . Here, we extend the knowledge that consolidation processes benefit individual memory items by demonstrating that similar offline delays can also lead to the associative integration of these item elements into a ''metamemory representation,'' from which can emerge flexible behavioral repertoires, such as inferential judgments.
Brain State. When testing inference, two qualitatively different judgments were examined: inference involving one degree of separation (e.g., B-D and C-E; Figs. 1B and 3) and inference involving two degrees of separation (e.g., B-E; Figs. 1B and 3). Analyzing performance separately for these two measures in the 12-hr Wake and Sleep groups resulted in another marked dissociation. Specifically, both groups expressed a similar ability to make inferences across one degree of separation (B-D and C-E), yet a significant 35% advantage was seen following sleep for inferences across the more distant, two-degree judgment (B-E), relative to the wake group. Thus, a qualitative distinction in relational memory was apparent across identical time delays, determined by whether that offline period contained sleep.
An alternative explanation for such a sleep-specific effect, however, might be the diurnal time of testing. The 12-hr Sleep and Wake groups differ not only by the intervening brain state experienced (asleep or awake) but also by the time of day that inference was tested (9 a.m. or 9 p.m.). It might be that the potential for achieving a specific kind of inference (B-E) is higher in the morning than the evening. As a consequence, differences between the Wake group (tested in the evening) and Sleep group (tested in the morning) might simply reflect circadian influences, rather than sleep/wake effects.
This explanation is inadequate, however, when considering inference performance in the 24-hr group. Like the Wake group, those in the 24-hr group were tested in the evening, although, like the Sleep group, they experienced a night of sleep between training and testing. Subjects in the 24-hr group performed similarly to subjects in the Sleep group, showing a disproportionate enhancement of inference ability for the two-degree pair (B-E; Fig. 3A) . Because the 24-hr group was tested at the same circadian time as the Wake group but had a relational memory profile matching that of the Sleep group, time-of-day differences alone cannot explain the superior inference performance in the Sleep group. Furthermore, initial learning of the premise pairs and test performance on the immediate and delayed tests of the premise pairs were similar across all groups, regardless of whether they were conducted in the evening or the morning. Given the growing corpus of data regarding sleep and learning (9-13), we feel that the most plausible biological candidate modulating such memory enhancements is sleep itself. However, it is possible that an unidentified factor occurring in the night portion of the diurnal cycle may also regulate these effects.
Another alternative explanation for the offline performance improvements seen in this study may be that subjects were consciously ruminating on the premise pairs following learning, and that conscious deliberation led to enhanced inference ability. However, subjects were unaware that the later session would involve testing. Rather, subjects were simply told that they would return for a second session, thereby reducing the likelihood of conscious deliberation, or at least the impetus to deliberate. Moreover, in the event that subjects did ruminate during the extended 12-and 24-hr offline periods, simply as a consequence of initial training, one would expect their later premise pair performance to be similarly improved, which it was not. We therefore consider an offline consolidation process to be the more likely mechanism regulating such inference enhancements, rather than conscious rumination.
The profile of performance in the 24-hr group also indicates that the overnight sleep benefits are not temporary; rather, they persist at least throughout the following day. (Subjects in this group were trained in the evening and tested the following evening.) As such, sleep, even if followed by a day of potentially interfering waking activities, leads to enhanced performance on the most distant inference judgment. It should also be noted that one-degree inference ability (B-D and C-E) was not different across all three groups; hence, any interference or circadian explanation would have to apply only to a very selective form of inference performance. Therefore, the superior postsleep performance cannot be explained by time of day, differences in training or subsequent premise pair knowledge, or daytime interference. Instead, it appears that this relational memory benefit for the most distant inferential judgment in the Sleep and 24-hr groups is a benefit derived from the brain state of sleep itself.
It is interesting to note the similarity between this finding and recent evidence implicating sleep in the enhancement of memory associations (23), the development of flexible, creative information processing (24, 25) , and the relational building of component motor-sequence memories (15, 17, 18) . Together, these data provide a new and emerging role for sleep in facilitating associative integration of information, a form of memory binding or extracting experience generalities. A potential candidate structure orchestrating these associative effects might be the hippocampus. Numerous studies have emphasized the dependence of transitive inference on the hippocampal integrity (1) . Considering that the hippocampus has consistently been implicated in offline memory reprocessing, manifest in neuronal ''replay'' following learning (e.g., see ref. 26 ), a speculative hypothesis is that similar neural reactivation during offline periods of wake and (especially) sleep facilitates relational mapping between learned items. Therefore, such offline hippocampal reprocessing may underlie not only the strengthening of individual item memory, but the binding, and hence subsequent flexible use and expression, of acquired declarative memories.
Awareness. Offline time periods containing sleep lead to improvements in inference, particularly the most distant relational judgment (B-E). Yet there was no corresponding increase in subjects' confidence for these answers, indicating a potential dissociation between relational memory performance and subjective awareness of this performance. As a consequence, the additional offline sleep benefits were not reflected in participants' certainty about their judgments, despite accuracy levels of Ͼ80%.
These findings mirror other examples of relational learning in the absence of awareness. For example, Greene et al. (7) demonstrated no correlation between transitive inference performance following learning of a five-pair hierarchy and participants' awareness of this relational knowledge. Likewise, Frank et al. (8) and Smith et al. (5) have described the expression of transitive inference in subjects unaware of a hierarchical relationship. Although relational memory can be significantly better when subjects are consciously aware of the hierarchy than when they are not (5, 8) , it would appear that the manifestation of relational memory is not necessarily dependent on subjective awareness of this knowledge. It is interesting to speculate whether a state of limited awareness is more or less preferential in favoring automatic modes of memory processing. A nonconscious operation might ultimately lead to more efficient use of this information (27) .
In summary, here we demonstrate that the process of human relational learning, as indexed by transitive inference, develops during offline delays. Furthermore, the more distant aspects of inference appear to be selectively enhanced following offline time periods that contain sleep. Intriguingly, however, these overnight gains do not appear to be consciously apparent to the individual, suggesting that such benefits operate below the level of awareness. Collectively, these results provide new insights into how and when the process of human relational memory develops, findings that may have important implications for understanding how these memory processes are facilitated, as well as how they deteriorate with age (28) and fail in specific disease states (20) .
Materials and Methods
Participants. Potential participants between 18 and 30 years of age completed a screening questionnaire before selection. Study enrollment was precluded on the basis of prescription or psychoactive medication, illicit drug use, or a past or current history of neurological, psychiatric, or sleep disorders. All participants agreed to abstain from alcohol or caffeine during the study and for 24-hr before it. Those participants in groups that spanned overnight periods reported the amount of sleep obtained by way of sleep logs [mean 7.3 hr (SD 0.9 hr)]. The study was approved by the local human studies committee, and all subjects provided written informed consent.
The computerized task was presented in a quiet testing room on a 12.1-inch computer screen using E-prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA). Visual items were composed of six abstract color patterns; each was normalized for color and luminance, and readily distinguishable from the others (see SI Fig.  4) . The patterns were fully counterbalanced in their assignment to subjects within and across groups.
Procedure. Fifty-six healthy participants [mean age, 23 years (SD 4.1); 31 females] performed an initial training session, followed by an immediate test session. Depending on random assignment, individuals then experienced a 20-min, 12-hr (wake or sleep), or 24-hr offline delay. Following this time interval, all subjects performed a delayed test session (Fig. 1C) . Sample sizes for individual groups were as follows: 20-min, n ϭ 12; 12-hr, n ϭ 31 (divided into a 12-hr Sleep group, n ϭ 14, and a 12-hr Wake group, n ϭ 17), and 24-hr, n ϭ 13.
In the 20-min group, training and all testing took place at 9 p.m. Training. Training involved the presentation and learning of five object pairs, referred to here as the ''premise pairs'' and represented schematically as AϾB, BϾC, CϾD, DϾE, and EϾF, where ''Ͼ'' describes the reinforced relationship ''should be selected over'' (Fig.  1 A) . Participants were instructed that two visual objects would appear side by side on the screen, one at a time. On each trial, participants saw one of the five premise pairs (either A-B, B-C, C-D, D-E, or E-F). Subjects were instructed to select the correct item, at first by trial and error, but that with practice, they may be able to learn which of the two object items was correct, based on cued feedback. If subjects selected the correct item of the pair, the selected item would move to the upper portion of the screen, revealing a smiling-face reinforcement stimulus underneath it. If they selected the incorrect object, the item would move to reveal no reinforcement stimuli, indicating an incorrect answer. Left or right positions of individual patterns for each pair were counterbalanced, and participants indicated their response by pressing 1 (left index finger) for the left-side stimulus and 0 (right index finger) for the right-side stimulus on a standard keyboard.
Items were organized into blocks, each containing 10 trials. Therefore, each block presented each of the five items twice, once forward and once backward, randomly (e.g., AϾB and BϽA, where A is the correct selection in both instances), thereby negating any screen location bias. Items within each block were arranged in pseudorandom order to avoid revealing the hierarchy (e.g., items were never allowed to be presented in the chains longer than two pairs of the hierarchy order (e.g., AϾB would not be followed by BϾC so that AϾBϾC would not be overtly obvious). Each participant saw a given block no more than once.
All subjects trained to a set criterion, the measure of which was dynamically evaluated throughout the training process. Specifically, all participants first underwent two blocks of training. After completing the third training block, and every block thereafter, performance was automatically scored. Another training block was presented only if the participant did not reach a criterion of Ͼ75% on all of the ''middle pairs'' (e.g., B-D, D-E, E-F). The middle pairs were used for criterion, rather than all pairs, because the middle pairs were the building blocks of inference (e.g., one must learn BϾC and CϾD to answer the inference question: B?D).
Immediate Testing. After training, all subjects were given a 5-min rest and then began the immediate test session to determine their initial retention level of the premise pairs (e.g., A-B, B-C, C-D, D-E, and E-F, tested in random order; Fig. 1C) . Testing was similar to training, except that reinforcement cues were removed, allowing evaluation of learning extent without feedback. Subjects were informed that they would see the same pairs of visual patterns from training, and informed of the removal of performance feedback. Participants were asked to select the ''correct'' visual pattern based on the training experience. Premise pairs were presented by using the same block protocol to that of training, with the exception that the test session ended after five blocks without any criterion in place.
Delayed Testing. Following the offline time delay of either 20 min, 12 hr, or 24 hr, subjects returned for this second test. At the beginning of the test session, subjects were again informed they would be presented with the item pairs, as with immediate testing, but were also informed that some of the patterns might be combined in novel ways, and, if that happened, to make their ''best guess'' on that trial. The novel trials include the transitive inference pairs (e.g., B-D and C-E, involving one-degree of separation, and B-E, involving two-degrees of separation; Fig. 1C) , together with the noninference pair A-F. The noninference pair can be evaluated without consideration of hierarchical relations, because ''A'' is always reinforced and ''F'' is never reinforced Thus, the determination of A over F can be achieved noninferentially simply because A is always correct and F is always incorrect. In contrast, the transitive inference pairs (e.g., B-D) can only be evaluated hierarchically because both items (B and D) are equally reinforced during training. The nine pairs (five premise, three inference, and one noninference) were organized into five blocks randomized in presentation order across subjects. Within a block, the pairs were also presented in a randomized order, and each pair was tested twice, allowing a balanced left-right screen assignment (e.g., A?B and B?A).
Following the delayed test, participants completed an automated questionnaire involving presentation of each of the nine pairs, one at a time, in random order, again without feedback. Subjects were asked to (i) select the correct picture from each pair by using the keyboard response, as with training and testing, and, after this choice, (ii) make a subjective judgment about how confident they were in this answer by responding to a seven-point confidence rating scale (where 7 was the most confident), using a top-row numeric keyboard response.
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